
Lebanon says Israeli border wall
'act of aggression'

Beirut, Feb 8 (RHC)-- Israel's plans to construct a security wall on the border with Lebanon amounts to an
"act of aggression" and would not go unanswered, Lebanon's top council of political, military and security
heads has warned.  Headed by President Michel Aoun, the Higher Defense Council held an extraordinary
session on Wednesday

 to address territorial spats with the Israeli regime, including the wall and an ongoing disagreement over
Mediterranean oil and gas reserves. 

“A decision was made to give orders to counter any Israeli attempt to build a wall along the Lebanese
border as well acting on all levels to counter Israeli statements surrounding Block 9,” the council said in a
strong statement, referring to a disputed gas and oil exploration block in the Mediterranean.  "We grant
the armed forces with the political backing to act against any Israeli aggression on the border—on land
and at sea," it added.  

Lebanon says the wall violates its sovereignty by passing through territory that belongs to the country but
is located on the other side of a UN-designated Blue Line, which sets the limits for Israel's 2000
withdrawal from southern Lebanon. 

Israel waged two all-out wars against Lebanon in 2000 and 2006 but fell short of its military objectives in



both cases in the face of strong resistance by Hezbollah and the Lebanese army. 

Tensions are building up as Lebanon says the wall that the Israeli army plans to build along its southern
border breaches its territory at several points.  According to Aoun, the wall would breach Lebanese
territory at 13 different points. Israel on the other hand claims that the wall is being built inside the
occupied Palestinian territories. 

Earlier, senior Lebanese officials and Israeli army officers held a meeting under the supervision of the UN
peacekeepers (UNIFIL) at the Lebanese border town of Naqoura to discuss the contentious wall.  The two
sides have also nearly come to blows over Lebanon's tender for projects in two of its 10 offshore blocks in
the Mediterranean Sea, namely Block 4 and Block 9. 

Tel Aviv, which also claims sovereignty over Block 9, has been critical of the move. Last week, Israel’s
minister of military affairs, Avigdor Lieberman, described Lebanon's offshore drilling plans as "very
provocative." 

The dispute runs over 776 square kilometers (300 square miles) of waters claimed by both sides and
spreads over the Levant basin, which has been proven to contain large natural gas reserves and maybe
even crude oil.  

The territorial conflicts have seen Israeli officials step up threats of a possible military confrontation.
 Lebanese officials as well as the Hezbollah resistance movement have announced that they would
respond to any Israeli aggression accordingly. 

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/154690-lebanon-says-israeli-border-wall-act-
of-aggression
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